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Introduction
When future historians go about writing the history of the Turkish Republic, July 2016 will no doubt be a
significant milestone in structuring their work. A group of soldiers in Istanbul, Ankara and few other
major cities raised as part of a coup attempt with the intention of toppling the government. What was even
more striking about the coup itself was that soldiers were few in number, disorganized, and more
importantly without a plan or leader. By dawn, the coup attempt was called as a clear failure, although it
claimed close to 300 lives.
Since the early hours of the coup attempt, the Turkish president accused Fethullah Gulen and his
followers (Hizmet movement) of being the mastermind of the coup, claiming that putschist soldiers were
members of the Hizmet movement. It is no surprise that Erdogan accused Gulen and Hizmet movement of
attempting to topple the government. In December 2013, the police unveiled massive corruption and graft
scandal, which involved four ministers, state-run bank manager, and more importantly Erdogan‟s son.
Following the detention of sons of ministers, mayors and some businessmen, Erdogan argued that the
police officers who led the corruption and graft investigation are members of Hizmet movement, and that
they received order from Gulen to execute this investigation so that Erdogan administration can leave the
government. Erdogan has been utilizing every opportunity Since December 2013 to suppress Hizmet
movement1 by shutting down or fining Gulen-linked institutions arbitrarily. Erdogan and his followers
argue that with July 15 coup attempt, members of Hizmet movement wanted to take revenge by toppling
the government.
1

Hizmet, literally meaning service, is the name given to the social group of people who are inspired by the ideas of
Fethullah Gulen.
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Fethullah Gulen and his followers clearly refuted the claims. Following the coup attempt, in a meeting
with members of the international media outlets, Gulen called for investigation of the incident by an
impartial international committee. They argue that Erdogan staged the coup in an attempt to annihilate
Hizmet movement once and for all so that he can have no significant opposition and consolidate his grip
on power. While making such bold accusations, members Hizmet movement pose some questions that are
still not have received satisfactory answers. How come the putschists have no plan or a leader? On July
15, 2016, between 6000 and 8000 soldiers were on the streets, including cadets. This number includes
soldiers who claim that they left their barracks following an order from their commanders that there is an
imminent terror threat and soldiers who are ordered to move outside of their barracks for a military
training. If all these soldiers were putschists, why did not other soldiers know about the putsch? Although
the president was informed of coup plans in the army at least a month ago, why did not he take any
precaution? If Gulenists were behind the coup, how come

- Some of the police officers escorting Erdogan were Gulenist and they exchanged fire with putschists,
were wounded and yet purged?

- Pilots of F-16 jet fighters who escorted Erdogan‟s aircraft on the way to Istanbul were Gulenist but
they preferred protecting Erdogan rather than shooting his aircraft down, and yet they were also
purged?

- Captain Burak Akin who exchanged fire with putschist at the Turkish Armed Forces headquarters and
wounded did not know about but resisted the coup attempt, yet purged?

- After a brief speech in the first hours of July 16, 2016 that accuses Gulen and his followers, Chief
Prosecutor in Ankara ordered detention of judges and prosecutors (around 2400 in total) across Turkey.
How did the government know all these names in the early hours of the coup?
In the following days of the coup attempt, tens of thousands of public officers were purged and/or
imprisoned, including soldiers, police officers, doctors, academics, teachers, engineers, nurses,
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journalists. In short almost every adult employed by Gulen-linked institutions who are also sympathizer
of Hizmet movement was arrested. As of August 2019, more than 150,000 public officers were dismissed,
more than 100,000 people were arrested, more than 7000 academics were fired, more than 4000 judges
and prosecutors were dismissed and/or arrested, including members of the Constitutional Court, Court of
Appeal and Judges and Prosecutors Council (HSK). Moreover around 200 media outlets (TV stations,
news agencies, newspapers, radio stations etc) were shut down. Some of those media outlets were not
even associated with Hizmet movement but the government used the coup attempt as an excuse to shut
down those critical media organs. It is obvious that these people neither took part in the coup attempt nor
supported it. It is for this reason that members of Hizmet movement and many other who are critical of
the government believe that Erdogan regime uses the coup attempt as an excuse to annihilate Hizmet
movement and suppress the opposition.
Following the coup attempt, the government designated Hizmet movement as a terrorist organization, and
those members of the Hizmet movement who are arrested are charged with being a member of a terrorist
organization. A person‟s bank account in Bank Asya (private bank owned and run by Gulen followers),
sending his/her child to Gulen-linked schools, subscribing to Gulen-linked newspapers, are presented as
evidence. Trials have been going on for the trial of people who are accused of the coup. Unfortunately,
the prosecutors and judges in these trials are neither objective nor impartial. It is for this reason that so
many critical questions about the events took place on July 15, 2016 remain unknown. Some journalists
and lawyers who dared to follow the trials are arrested on arbitrary charges. Two of those people who live
in Turkey and want further their investigation as to better understand what exactly happened on that night
are Kemal Uçar (defense attorney) and Ece Sevim Öztürk (journalist). Both were arrested on arbitrary
charges and imprisoned for around 6 months following bogus court hearing. Their case is still open, and
they are waiting for trials.
***
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Modern law allows governments to place a person in jail while the trial is in progress and called pretrial
detention. This is a protective measure by the courts so that the defendant does not have the opportunity
to destroy possible evidence. In some cases, courts decide to place the defendant in jail during the trial
process because he/she is likely to flee the country and evade the trial. Being a detainee during trial means
neither conviction nor acquittal. While a person is kept in prison, whether as a detainee or a convict, the
government is entrusted with his/her wellbeing. Prison administrations must ensure both detainees and
convicts in prison receive necessary services, including healthcare.
In countries ruled by authoritarian regimes, however, pretrial detention is often used as a political
punishment tool against opposition groups rather than a legal measure to ensure administration of fair and
safe investigation. Authoritarian leaders tend to find arbitrary excuses to put their dissidents on trial and
then put them in prison while waiting for the trial. The more countries deviate from the rule of law, the
more likely the regimes in these countries to use pretrial detentions as a political weapon to punish
dissidents.
Republic of Turkey, just like any other authoritarian regime, is not an exception. Especially since the yetto-be-explained coup attempt on July 15, 2016, Turkish government, without any legal basis, arrested
tens of thousands of people including journalists, academics, lawyers, politicians, and even physicians.
Turkish law grants certain rights to those people who are held in prison whether as a detainee or as a
convict. The law 5275 is titled „Law on Execution of Punishment and Security Measures‟ and concerns
social, legal, religious and medical rights of the prisoners. Article 71 of the law is placed under the subheading of „Convict‟s Demand for Examination and Treatment‟ and reads: „Convict has the right to
benefit from examination and treatment opportunities and medical means in order to preserve physical
and mental fitness and diagnostics. For this, the convict is treated first in the infirmary of the institution,
convict rooms of State or university hospital, if the former is not possible.‟ The law clearly states that
government is responsible for the health of those who are held in prison.
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This report intends to focus on one of the most tragic aspect of the persecution Turkish people experience
in the post-2016 era: state of sick people who are imprisoned. As of February 2017, there are 841 people
who have a report from Forensic Science Institute of Turkey saying that the person has chronic illness and
unfit to be imprison. Yet, the judges do not release these people, even with some control mechanisms
such as travel ban, house arrest etc. What is even worse is that since the failed coup attempt in 2016,
people who are in prison due to their association with Fethullah Gulen, Hizmet movement or Kurdish
nationalist organizations are systematically and deliberately denied healthcare in prison.
In order to portray the severity of denial of healthcare to inmates as human rights violation in Turkey, this
report examines the case of Halime Gulsu. She was a recent college graduate who had become an English
language teacher in southeast part of Turkey. Halime was a follower of Gulen, which means member of
Hizmet movement, and worked at a school that is owned and run by people who are also Hizmet
members. Following the failed coup attempt in July 2016, like hundreds of many other schools, Halime‟s
school was shut down by the government, not because the school was not providing poor quality
education but simply because the owners are associated with Hizmet movement.
After her school shut down by the government, Halime went back to Mersin, her hometown in southern
Turkey, and lived with her mother. Meanwhile, she was tutoring needy students for free and mentoring
children whose parents are imprisoned due to their association with Hizmet movement. In February 2018,
Halime was detained and after two weeks in detention, arrested by the court and sent to prison.
What makes Halime Gulsu‟s case worth reporting is that Halime was SLE (Systemic
lupus erythematosus) patient. SLE, also simply known as lupus, is an autoimmune disease. In this disease,
the immune system of the body mistakenly attacks healthy tissue. Halime provided an official medical
report showing that her health will be negatively affected by prison conditions when Halime was both
detained and imprisoned. However, the report somehow got lost and the judge imprisoned her. While she
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was in prison, she persistently wrote petitions to concerned state organs for a complete medical checkup
and her release. Unfortunately, her efforts were disregarded and on April 28, 2018 Halime died.

Sources and Limitations
Investigating a death is not an easy task. Researching a death from thousands mile away is particularly
challenging. While preparing this report, our primary source was the members of the Gulsu family.
Thanks to their cooperation, Halime‟s brothers explained the whole process. We conducted phone
interviews with Halime‟s brother in Canada and with the one who lives in Egypt. They shared all the
details of what Halime went through. We also had the chance to talk to a few people who were also
imprisoned with Halime in the same room. These people were the first hand eyewitnesses of Halime‟s
death. They were kind enough to share their experience, although it was difficult for them to live those
moments once again.
Other than interviews, the most valuable source for us was the letter Halime Gulsu wrote to the Prime
Minister‟s Office few days before her death. In her letter, Halime told the entire experience she had
starting from her detention by the police. Following her death, the prosecutor dropped charges on Halime
and shared all the documents with the Family.
Although we were able reach few people to interview, people in Turkey were not quite comfortable to
speak. Hacking phones and wiretapping phone conversation are common practice of Turkish government.
If we could have reached to more people who are willing to speak out or if the people who agreed had felt
more comfortable to speak about details, we perhaps would find out more details.

Early Life
Halime was born in 1984 in southern city of Mersin in Turkey. Originally her parents are from Kayseri, a
city located in central Turkey, and before Halime was born they moved to Tarsus district of Mersin, a city
located at the Mediterranean cost. She was the youngest child in the family and the only daughter with
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three elder brothers. One of her brothers live in Canada. Another one lives in Egypt for more than a
decade. Her eldest brother, with his family, is the only sibling Halime had in Mersin. Halime‟s mother is
a housewife and father was an imam, a person who leads prayers in mosques, working for the Directorate
of Religious Affairs. Halime‟s father passed away in 2015.
In April 2019, her mother was interviewed in a YouTube channel. 2 When asked about Halime‟s
personality, her mother said: „Halime was very active. She was respectful. Smart. She used to take me
everywhere. My husband died and my house life was not ruined but my daughter died and my life was
ruined‟. Her mother also said that while in high school, Halime used to teach neighbors‟ kids and help
them with their homework. According to Halime‟s mother, a neighbor‟s daughter once said: „I hope sister
Halime becomes a teacher, she teaches very well‟.
While in high school, Halime‟s health began to deteriorate. At first, her family thought that her symptoms
are just allergies. After days of illness, things took a turn for the worse. Her family took her to a hospital
and visited a specialist. She was diagnosed with SLE (Systemic Lupus Erythematosus). SLE, also known
as lupus, is an autoimmune disease where disorder is detected in immune system and body‟s immune
system turns against the body parts. Lupus patients suffer extreme fatigue, joint pains, swollen joints,
fever, and kidney problems that can affect body‟s ability to filter waste from the blood.3 Lupus is an
autoimmune disease, therefore once stricken by it, patient is likely to face more health problems as vital
organs such as kidney, brain, lung and heart are affected and become vulnerable. Lupus is a disease that
cannot be cured but thanks to improved diagnostic techniques and medications, the disease can be
managed and patients can go on to live a normal life with medication.

2

Interview is avaliable at: https://www.tr724.com/cezaevinde-katledilen-halime-gulsunun-annesi-yazin-dunyaduysun-tarihe-gecsin/
3
Lupus Foundation of America website, www.lupus.org and National Institute of Health Genetic and Rare Diseases
Information Center (GARD) https://rarediseases.info.nih.gov/diseases/10253/lupus (Accessed on 02/25/2019)
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Amid all the health issues and hospital visits, Halime somehow managed to pass her exams and finish
high school. After graduating from high school, Halime‟s health took a sharp turn for the worse. After
two years of lab tests, doctor visits, physical and psychological struggle doctors were successful in
stabilizing Halime‟s health but her education was interrupted for two years. While her classmates were
juniors in college, she studied for national exams for university admission.
Two years after graduating from high school, she took the national examination for university. She was
admitted to department of English literature at the Gaziantep University, a university in the city of
Gaziantep, located in southeast Turkey. Perhaps Halime could have been admitted to a better program at a
higher ranking university but she opted for this university for a particular purpose. When Halime selected
universities to be placed, her main priority was to make sure that not only the university should have a
good medical school and hospital but also the university should have a rheumatology department and
respected rheumatology doctors. One of the best rheumatology doctors in Turkey who is also an expert on
SLE, Dr. Mesut Onat, was a faculty member at this university. Being admitted to this department was
Halime‟s number one choice so that she can be closely monitored by one of the best SLE experts in the
country. For the following four years, Halime attended her classes and regularly visited Dr. Onat. During
each visit blood work had to be done so as to measure certain values in the blood, which is necessary to
adjust the dose of the main medication for lupus treatment. Halime completed her undergraduate degree
successfully and graduated as an English language teacher in 2015 with a rare, incurable and serious
disease under control.
After college, in a state of precarious health, Halime sought to do what she always wanted: Teaching and
helping kids. Symptoms of lupus were not nonexistent, occasionally causing discomfort in her life but
overall she was able to work full time and live a decent life. Using her acquaintance with people from
Hizmet movement in the city of Gaziantep, she applied and joined to Gazikent High School, a private
high school owned and run by people who are followers of Fethullah Gulen. It was unfortunate that such
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a vibrant and devoted teaching enthusiast was able to work only for a year. Things took an ugly turn with
the so-called failed military coup attempt on July 15, 2016.

Dark Night and Purges
On that night, no major incident took place in Gaziantep. As soon as Brigadier General Murat Soysal,
highest ranking military officer in Gaziantep, found out about the so-called coup around 12:45 AM.
According to his testimony in court on November 9, 2017, when he received the martial law order from
Turkish Armed Forces headquarters in Ankara he thought that there is a strong piece of intelligence of a
possible ISIS attack. As soon as he realized that a putsch is in progress, he ordered his brigade that „This
is a coup, ensure the safety of personnel and then send them to bed. We will not be part of this, in any
form. Even a single vehicle will not leave the military quarters‟.4 After making sure that soldiers under his
command do not support the putschists, he picked up the phone and called the governor of Gazientep, Ali
Yerlikaya, and iterated that „We are with the people, no one will leave the military quarters‟. In response,
Governor Yerlikaya told General Soysal that „people of Gaziantep will remain grateful to you‟.
Interestingly, general Soysal was arrested on military coup charges and, after Kafkaesque trials, he was
given life sentence in May 2018.
In the following days of the so-called coup attempt, government declared state of emergency and passed a
law in the National Assembly that grants the government to rule with executive orders. In few weeks,
government almost weekly announced executive orders purging government officers, shutting down
media outlets, educational institutions, and curtailing freedoms. Two months after the so-called coup
attempt, government closed 1017 school and 823 dormitories owned and run by Gulen‟s followers.5 As of

4

“15 Temmuz’da Gaziantep’te neler oldu?”, Telgraf, November 10, 2017 https://telgraf.net/haber/darbeci-komutan15-temmuzda-vali-yerlikayayla-ne-gorustu-haberi-69782.html (Accessed on March 2, 2010)
5
“Kapatilan ozel okul sayisi 1017’ye yukseldi”, Hurriyet, August 15, 2016
http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/egitim/kapatilan-ozel-okul-sayisi-1017ye-yukseldi-40193209 (Accessed on March 2,
2018)
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November 2018, since July 15, 2016, Turkish government dismissed more than 150 thousand public
officers, detained more than 200 thousand people, and arrested more than 80 thousand people, including
soldiers, cadets, doctors, journalists, judges, prosecutors, academics, college students and even
housewives.6
Gazikent high school where Halime was teaching, was also closed with one of the executive orders.
Although neither Halime nor a single person from her school was involved in the so-called coup, the
school was closed only because of its affiliation with Hizmet movement. What does a school and and its
teachers have to do with military coup? Event the government‟s ambitions to close schools and even
hospitals prove that the regime intends to eliminate the Hizmet movement by shutting down its
institutions. Erdogan and his ministers and bureaucrats also know that these teachers did not participate in
the coup.
After one year of teaching English, Halime was without a job, just like tens of thousands of people who
were mostly followers of Gulen, Kurdish activists or sympathizers of left-leaning political groups.
Following shutting of her school, Halime spent few months in Gaziantep hoping that state of emergency
will end and schools will reopen. Unfortunately the state of emergency would continue for 3 years and
government would tighten its authoritarian grip on the country even more. After a few months, once it is
clear that the country has entered into a new era that is likely to last longer, Halime returned to Tarsus
district of Mersin, where her mother lives and began to live with her mother.
Purges of public officers, shutdown of educational institutions, hospitals and businesses were not
confined to Gaziantep. Turkish government used the police and National Intelligence Organization (MIT)
to follow and profile followers of Fethullah Gulen for years. By July 2016, the government had the lists
of people, institutions and business affiliated with Hizmet movement in every city. Purges after the socalled coup attempt relied on the intelligence gathered by ruling Justice and Development Party members,
6

For details of these figures and more information about the extent of purges in Turkey see: www.turkeypurge.com
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police intelligence unit and MIT officers. That is why almost 84% of those purged public officers were
not even given a change to stand a trial and fired with the discretion of the person who is at supervisor or
director level. The Turkish government has not pressed any criminal charges or file a law suit against
these tens of thousands of public officers because these people did nothing wrong.
In many parts of the world, authoritarian regimes tend to exclude rival groups from state institutions, deny
resources at its disposal and remove dissident people from public offices. This common practice in
authoritarian regimes is often called purge.

However, the Turkish government‟s attitude towards

followers of Gulen and left-leaning public officers in the post-July 2016 period cannot be simply
characterized as purge. Rather, it can be characterized as social genocide since the government‟s ultimate
aim is to deprive these people of almost every social services provided by the institutions. Once a person
is fired from a public office his/her life is upended. Here is a short list of what happens:

- Cannot work in public office, even on contract basis.
- Name is registered in social security system as „purged‟ so that no body else should hire.
- If a private business employs a purged person, government officers (police, tax officers, health
department, ministry of interior etc.) harass, fine or shut down that business.

- Doctors cannot practice medicine, even in private hospitals
- Teaching licenses of tens of thousands of teachers are revoked and cannot teach anywhere
- Cannot benefit from universal healthcare coverage
- Cannot benefit from unemployment benefits
- Cannot be issued a passport or travel abroad
What is even more absurd, unfair and cruel is that all these restrictions of basic human rights extend to the
immediate family members of a purged person. Therefore, if a doctor is purged from a government run
hospital, his/her spouse is likely to be fired as well and both will be denied basic rights.
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In short, those purged public officers or dissident people, who constitute the well-educated and highlyskilled layer of Turkey‟s workforce, are forced into a „silent massacre‟. It is appropriate to call this
process a massacre because those purged people are denied basic services of social welfare system, and
and they are neither allowed to work in private sector nor allowed to go abroad to start a new life. It is
common in Turkey to come across a full professor of medicine working in a restaurant or a professor of
engineering cleaning apartments. In order to sustain their livelihoods, victims of the regime purge have to
rely on financial support from family members or friends. In some cases, family members (who support
Erdogan) have rejected their siblings, sons or daughters only and only because they believe their sibling,
son or daughter is a traitor for believing in Fethullah Gulen and not Erdogan.
The biggest strength of Hizmet movement volunteers probably is not only their ability to organize quickly
and effectively but also to devote their resources and selves to help others. With this spirit, volunteers of
Hizmet movement across Turkey, who are not arrested or detained yet, used their personal relationship
with other Hizmet movement volunteers to mobilize already scarce resources at their discretion to help
purged people. Because Turkish government already seized 55 billion Turkish lira worth of assets
(including businesses, real estate etc.) from Hizmet movement volunteers, it is not as easy as it used to be
in Turkey for Hizmet volunteers to find donations. Those few people, who can still have a job, running
business or some savings, donate money so that those who are need can meet at least the basic needs.
As easy as it sounds, under the current circumstances in Turkey it is tantamount to face imprisonment and
torture to be affiliated with or support followers of Fethullah Gulen and Hizmet. In order to help victims
of the purge, willingness to donate a certain good or some money is not sufficient. One needs other
people who know and can reach to victims. Sending money through wire transfer is not an option because
bank accounts of purged public officers are either frozen or closely monitored by state apparatus to make
sure that those purged public officers do not receive financial assistance. Another reason for the
government to closely monitor those bank accounts is that if there is someone sending money to a purged
public officer, that benevolent person is likely to be a Hizmet volunteer and, for government, he/she is a
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potential terrorist who needs to be arrested. Even if the issue of transferring money is resolved, personal
contacts are risky since the police keep known Hizmet volunteers under surveillance so that the
government can know other Hizmet volunteers. Government is aware that these people come together not
to commit a crime but to help a needy person. However, as it should be clear by now to the reader, the
underlying motive behind the government‟s suppression of Hizmet movement volunteers is to make sure
that people stay away from the movement, cut relations with other movement volunteers and do not take
part in any activity so that in few years the movement can be totally dismantled and eliminated.

Police Raid and Detention
After the government shutdown her school, Halime Gulsu came back to Tarsus district of Mersin.
Because she was living with her mother she did not need much to sustain her life. Her teaching license
was also revoked by the government, nor was she allowed to teach in any other school. Not being able to
work and living with her mother without worrying about rent and other essential expenses made it
possible for Halime to devote herself to purged people who are in desperate condition in her city.
In January 2018, Halime‟s brother in Canada called her mother asking her to come and stay with him for
a while, so that she can look after the kids for his wife was sick. Her mother talked to Halime, knowing
that her daughter‟s health is stable and no need to worry, she decided to go to Canada. This was the last
time she saw her daughter.
Halime was staying at her mother‟s house on her own. On February 20, at 6:10 AM, while sleeping,
police officers from terrorism division rang the apartment‟s bell. Half a dozen police who are trained for
dealing with cold-blooded terrorists came for a young female teacher who had never committed a crime,
let alone had a single traffic violation ticket. The police searched the entire apartment for hours, room by
room, leaving nothing unturned. As a result of hours-long house search, the police officers found nothing
worth of evidence. These police officers from terrorism division knew that they are not going to find
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weapons, explosives or blueprints of an attack. Rather, they were looking for a book or a written material
by Fethullah Gulen so that they can establish relation between Halime and Fethullah Gulen.
We also know from other house searches and arrest cases that police officers are interested in laptops,
smart phones and printed pictures, if there is any. According to an unofficial (and off-the-record) account
of a police officer in Istanbul, the police headquarters in Istanbul is so full of laptops and smartphones
that he said that those who are detained are told to go and buy new laptops or smart phones because it
may take years until their devices are analyzed and returned. Similar case happened to respected Turkish
journalist Aydin Engin, who was 75 then. When he was detained, with almost a dozen journalists from
Cumhuriyet daily, in November 2016, following police interrogation he was released with probation and
travel ban. During his house arrest, the terrorism police seized his laptop. When he was released, he asked
the police to return his laptop because, as a journalist, all his work, notes and stories were in that laptop.
He was told that it may take up to a year to return the laptop so that he should go and buy a new one.
When the house arrest ended, the police officers told Halime that she had to come to the police station
with them immediately because the police had arrest warrant for Halime. When Halime asked them to
phone her family so that her brother can know she is being detained and taken to the police station. But
she was denied any communication with her family. As a result of rush, Halime was unable to take her
main medication, nor was her family aware what was happening.
The same day around 2:00 PM, Halime‟s brother received a phone call from the police and he was told
that his sister was in custody and she needed some medications. Upon receiving the phone call, knowing
his sister‟s medical condition, the brother went to Halime‟s apartment to pick up Halime‟s medications
and medical reports proving that she is a SLE patient. Halime and her brother believed that after turning
in the medical report, which is prepared by several medical professors from Gaziantep University
verifying Halime‟s health condition, will clearly show to the police and the prosecutor that Halime cannot
stay in prison. After handing the medications and the medical reports to the police officers, he received
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another phone call the same day. Halime asked for some other medications but unfortunately her brother
was not able to obtain all the necessary medications in the same day.
For the next 12 days, Halime was not able to see her family members. Her family was told by the police
that she can only be visited by her lawyer. Halime did not have personal lawyer for she never needed one
in the past. A lawyer from Mersin Bar was appointed by the court. The Gulsu family was not rich and
could not afford to hire a private lawyer. What is more saddening is that due to growing oppression, many
lawyers avoid taking clients who are accused of being a member of Gulen movement. Since July 2016,
hundreds of lawyers have been arrested who defended people accused of being a terrorist organization, by
which the government refers to Gulen movement. On March 3, 2018, Halime was taken to the court and
appeared before the judge. During the court hearing Halime made it clear to the judge that she has chronic
SLE disease and cannot stay in prison. Also the lawyer from the bar pointed to Halime‟s medical
conditions so that she can be released by the court pending a trial. SLE patients need to be careful about
their diet, therefore it was impossible for Halime to pursue an SLE-friendly diet with what is offered as
prisoners because prison administrations in Turkey do not take individual needs into consideration while
cooking meals.
Something else that is frustrating happened during the hearing. Halime and her lawyer referred to a
medical report by Gaziantep University school of medicine professors verifying Halime‟s health
conditions. When the judge asked about the report, Halime and her lawyer said it must be in the case
folder because Halime‟s brother submitted to the police while she was held at the police station.
Unfortunately the report was not in the case folder. It was missing. It seems that police officers at Mersin
Terrorism department either deliberately or mistakenly lost the report.
At the end of court hearing the judge ruled that Halime should be arrested and kept in prison until her trial
begins. One of the reasons the judge presented to defend his decision was that Halime was likely to flee
Turkey to avoid trial. Nothing can be more absurd. One of Halime‟s brothers lives in Cairo, Egypt for
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more than a decade. Halime and her mother flew to Cairo to visit their brothers in the summer of 2017. If
Halime had the intention of fleeing Turkey why did she come back? Moreover, it was not possible for
Halime to hide in an isolated place because she would need medications soon, and the government had
the ability to detect her as soon as she picks up her medications from a pharmacy. Therefore, there is no
legal or reasonable basis for the argument that Halime could flee. This also shows that how cruel the
Turkish judiciary towards members of the Gulen Movement. This fact is also a bitter irony that shows
Turkey‟s intention to annihilate Gulen movement because in several cases ISIS militants and drug
traffickers are released by the courts. For example, in December 2018, Aysenur Inci, an ISIS member for
whom Turkey put a bounty of 1.5 million liras, was released by the courts.
Picture 1: Halime (left) and her mother during their visit to Egypt in 2017.
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Accusations
For the readers who live in countries that respect rule of law, Halime‟s arrest might be mind-boggling. It
may not make sense as to why a teacher is arrested for her association to a group, although she never took
part in a criminal activity. This section will briefly elaborate accusations directed to Halime and
demonstrate the shoddy state of judiciary and law enforcement in Turkey under Erdogan.
It is also important to note at the outset that in a democracy where rule of law prevails, prosecutors notes
a foul behavior, starts investigation, gather evidence for and against the suspect. If the evidence against
the suspect is strong and the prosecutor believes a crime is committed, then goes ahead and writes the
indictment and arrests the suspect. In post-July 15 era Turkey, things work differently. Prosecutors ask
the police to arrest a suspect. While the suspect is in custody or sent to prison after two weeks of
detention, the prosecutor investigates and collects evidence. It sometimes takes more than a year until the
indictment becomes ready. Halime‟s case was not different. She was denied her freedom and medical care
for two months without any indictment.
Another absurdity in the post-July 15 trials is that people are arrested on their alleged ties to Gulen and
Hizmet movement but the judge releases secrecy order on the file. As a result detained people and their
lawyer cannot see the evidence, if there is any, until their indictment is prepared. Halime‟s file was given
to her family following her death and the both the family and the public became aware of the accusations.
After Gazi Kent High School, where Halime used to teach, was shut down by the government after July
2016, Halime went back to Mersin and stayed with her mother. Because her license was revoked, she was
not able to teach officially. So, Halime decided to help students around her whose parents are purged,
imprisoned or somehow need tutoring. As a passionate teacher who loves children, she began to arrange
tutoring sessions with students in need. Her mother was worried that Halime will be arrested as well
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because her daughter contacts with people who are purged or arrested. She warned Halime couple of
times and told her “Don‟t go, I am a mother, I am worried about you”. But Halime replied by saying
“Don‟t stop me, I must help these children”. One day Halime told her mother about a girl attending high
school. Both her mother and father were arrested and imprisoned. There was nobody to look after the girl
and going through a severe depression. After telling her mother about this girl, Halime said “Mother, how
come I cannot look after these people, look in what difficult situation they are”. After this talk, Halime
continued to help children in her neighborhood, and her mother never tried to stop her. This is what
Halime was busy with when she was detained by the police.
Picture 2: First page of Halime Gulsu’s testimony, showing at the bottom cell that she was charged with
terrorism
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As stated in earlier pages, Halime was detained by the police and arrested by the court for being a
member of a terrorist organization (referring to Hizmet movement). Therefore, Halime was accused of
being a terrorist who engaged in terrorist activities. The only official document available about
accusations directed towards Halime is her testimony record by the terrorism division police officers.
With the presence of the Mersin Bar‟s lawyer, Halime was interrogated by a police officer. Let us look at
official document to see what Halime has been actually accused of. In the below images of official
documents, parts that have personal information are blacked out for privacy.
All these three charges are baseless, absurd and illegal. First of all, there is no terrorist organization called
FETO/PDY. It is the name the government gave to Hizmet movement. The government argues that Gulen
and the Hizmet movement is behind the coup attempt in July 2016 which claimed close to 300 lives.
Therefore, this organization is a terrorist organization and anyone who is associated is a terrorist.
However, in order to identify a group as a terrorist, an objective and impartial court decision is necessary.
After all the due process and fair trials, if the judiciary branch declares a group as a terrorist, then it can
be legal to identify a group as a terrorist group. However, the coup trials are neither objective nor
impartial. Moreover, the trials are still an ongoing process. Second, Being part of a group that is engaged
in terrorism does not make a person a terrorist directly. In Turkish penal code, there is no crime defined as
„being sister of the organization‟. The prosecutor should demonstrate concrete evidence proving that
Halime committed crime. We will see below what evidence the prosecutor had. Third, the prosecutor
accuses Halime of using byLock, an instant messaging app which was developed by a Hizmet member
and made public on both AppStore and GooglePlay and downloaded by around (if not more than)
people. 7 Again, using a messaging app is not a crime. Actually Halime denies that she used that
messaging app.

7

According to the stories shared in the press, Turkish National Intelligence Agency (MIT) somehow (hacked or
bought out the server) obtained logs of the byLock’s server logs for the last 3 days. Hence, MIT was able to see who
accessed to the server and therefore identify members of Hizmet movement. However, there were other apps using
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During the interrogation, most of the time the police officer began the question with saying “As a member
of FETO/PDY terrorist organization”. In response to such questions, Halime cleverly replied by saying
that “I am not a member of a terrorist organization, and therefore I have no knowledge”. As questions are
being asked one by one, it has become clear that Halime was under surveillance and followed by plain
clothes police. In fact, according to her family, Halime knew that she was under surveillance for
sometime before she was arrested. After she and her mother returned from Egypt trip, Halime visited one
of her students who was under surveillance. Because Halime was helping her the police put her under
surveillance as well.
What we also learn from Halime‟s testimony that in the past months, as part of another investigation, a
woman was arrested in Mersin. When the woman was showed Halime‟s picture and asked if she knew
her, the woman said that Halime is part of Hizmet movement and she helps some student houses, which
are apartments shared by few students. It is possible that this woman‟s testimony also encouraged the
police to put Halime under surveillance.
Then what evidence did the police present? What crime was Halime exactly accused of committing?
Reading through 12 page testimony makes a person nothing but regret the state of law in Turkey. There is
no shred of evidence to prove that Halime did something wrong or committed a crime. The only few
things presented and asked Halime as evidence are some US dollars and 2300 Turkish lira (slightly more
than monthly minimum wage in Turkey), a newspaper piece with a handwritten text on it and surveillance
pictures.
When asked about the money, Halime responded that she lended some money to a friend of hers in
dollars and that was it. And Turkish lira was hers and her mother‟s. As if it is not normal for people to

the same server. But the government claimed that it had the list of Gulenists. Moreover, the list was never made
public. Whoever the government says in the list, people were expected to believe.
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keep some cash at home. What was more absurd is the piece of newspaper collected as evidence and the
meaning the prosecutor and the police attributed to the text on the piece. Here is the question:
A piece of newspaper for propaganda purposes with a text on it saying “Let it be a grave for Stalin.
Traitors will put fertilizer. Darunnedve traitors will account for the stable”. It was noticed that there was
a six cornered start at three places on the newspaper piece and that in the text you (referring to Halime)
intended to insult to state and our president through the presidential palace8 and that six-cornered star is
considered as the symbol of judaism and jewish identity, there is intelligence that this symbol is used to
imply three stars identify FETO/PDY’s head Fethullah Gulen. Are these yours and why did you write?
For a person unfamiliar to Turkish politics, this question may sound nonsense. Here is a quick hint. Far
right and political Islamist groups (that makes the current ruling coalition in Turkey) believe that
Fethullah Gulen is actually Jewish and works for MOSSAD, leaking state secrets to Israel. And after
some of his poems, as a sign of anonymity Fethullah Gulen‟s name is omitted and three stars (* * *) are
printed. The prosecutor and the police believe that Halime is sending an encrypted message to someone
by drawing three different six-cornered stars (David‟s star) with the text on the newspaper piece. In
response, Halime said that this piece of newspaper was in a black suitcase remained from her late father
and belonged to him.
Another so-called evidence was a document with „<blacked out> Mathematics‟ in the title that has a
handwritten text on it with some banks name such as Bank Asya, Ziraat Bank and also „by hand‟
expression and some dates. The prosecutor asked Halime what these bank names and dates meant. In her
response, Halime said that this document also belonged to his late father and it was from Halime‟s college
years. Halime said that the handwriting is similar to her father‟s.

8

Referring to recently built Erdogan’s new gigantic palace in Ankara with more than a thousand room
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In a different question, the police wanted to find out what is normally a quite absurd inquiry. The
prosecutor asked Halime between what dates she had an account at Bank Asya, and with whose order she
deposited money to this account. In response to this question, Halime said that the school she used to
work had an agreement with this bank. The school management had the school account at this bank and
paychecks were automatically deposited to the employers‟ accounts at Bank Asya. Halime also
mentioned that there was no legal obstacle against this at that time.
Other than these few so-called evidences, the only evidence the police had against Halime was some
pictures from surveillance showing Halime entering a building or meeting with someone. The police
shows some pictures and asks Halime why he met with her. Or reading from surveillance report from the
police, tells Halime the exact date and time where she has been and asks her why she entered a certain
building. One of the most nonsense questions the police asked was where Halime took the students who
are sympathizers of Hizmet movement for camping and what kind of activities they did. Why camping of
a teacher with her students should be considered as a crime?
Probably the most Kafkasque question from the police was from the surveillance report. According to the
testimony record, on February 3, 2018, at 8:00 AM the police started surveillance. Around 9:14 AM
Halime was seen with two other women sitting at an apartment‟s balcony. Around 12:57 PM Halime and
one of the women left the building and walked along the shore. The prosecutor wanted to know why
Halime went to that apartment, why she met these women and what is her relationship with them. In
response Halime said that the apartment she went is where one of her students live and she was with her.
Halime was also asked about the July 15, 2016. The prosecutor by default assumed that a group of
Gulenist soldiers were behind the coup attempt and they received directives from leaders of Hizmet
movement. The prosecutor asked Halime what her role was and what Hizmet movement wanted her to
do. As explained in earlier pages, during the coup attempt Halime was in Gaziantep city where she used
to teach. On July 15, 2016 there was no military movement in the city. Neither governor‟s office, nor the
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airport or any other government building was raided by the putschists. The head of the army in Gaziantep
ordered the soldiers not to leave the barracks, called the governor and said that they will not be part of the
coup. Because schools are closed during the month of July in Turkey, Halime was at Mersin with her
mother.
Picture 3: Snippet from Halime Gulsu’s testimony, showing that she was asked about the military coup
attempt

As can be seen from Halime‟s interrogation, the prosecutor and the police had no proof that Halime
committed a crime, let alone met with a person who committed a crime. The only thing Halime was
accused of is tutoring students, mentoring children of purged families and helping women whose
husbands are imprisoned due to their association with Hizmet movement. In other words, Halime was
accused of doing what is called charity and social work in developed countries.
Halime‟s detention, imprisonment and questions during her interrogation are important as to reveal two
facts about Turkey. First, the police in Turkey allocates considerable amount of human resources for
surveillance of Hizmet movement volunteers. Halime‟s interrogation shows that the police was keeping
so many people like Halime under surveillance. The police knows that these people are teachers or
students or housewives and have never committed a crime or likely to commit crime. Yet, the
administration allocate too much resource to keep them under surveillance. Meanwhile the police fails to
do its constitutional duty, keeping peace and preventing crime. This hate-driven administrative strategy
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has its consequences. As a result of focusing on Hizmet movement, a group of people denounced violence
in any form, crime rates in Turkey has increase 69% in the last four years.9
The second fact Halime‟s interrogation reveals is the intention of the regime in Turkey to annihilate
Hizmet movement. The Turkish government‟s actions since July 2016 have made it crystal clear that the
government uses the coup attempt as an excuse to exterminate the Hizmet movement. The government
uses judicial bureaucracy and law enforcement agencies to make sure that Hizmet movement is
suppressed and cannot have the chance to reorganize. Since July 15, 2016 more than 150 thousand public
officers were purged and more than 100 thousand people have been imprisoned. Those members of the
Hizmet movement or other left-leaning groups who are not arrested are denied healthcare, government
benefits and even right to work in private sector. Some people find ways to work illegally without many
benefits for minimum wage or less. In a sense, people are destined for civilian death. It is for this reason
that some people describe the current events against Hizmet movement as a social genocide because the
government has the intention and systematically pursue policies towards exterminating a social group.
People like Halime who intend to help those who suffer due to purges are imprisoned so that these people
cannot receive any help.

Prison Days, Healthcare Denial and Death
Following the court hearing, Halime was sent to Tarsus Female Closed Prison. When she was admitted to
prison, she already ran out of her daily medications and was out of weekly medications because she was
not allowed to contact her family while under custody at police station, she did not have the chance to
refill her medications. As per the regulations of the prison administration, Halime wrote a number of
petitions demanding referral to the prison infirmary. According to Halime‟s account, she wrote so many
times that she lost count of petitions. She also flagged her petitions as urgent. Yet, her petitions were
9

Euronews, January 15, 2019. https://tr.euronews.com/2019/01/15/turkiye-de-siddet-son-4-yilda-yuzde-69-arttisirnak-ta-suc-yok-istanbul-ilk-sirada
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never written back and she was never taken to the infirmary. Two weeks later, a month after her initial
arrest, she was taken to Tarsus State Hospital and seen by a doctor specialized in internal medicine.
Halime explained her situation and told all the details about her disease to the doctor and asked the doctor
to do a full blood test. But doctor ordered blood test for liver enzyme, TSH and ferritin only. I later found
out that the doctor did not order tests for anti-DSDNA, C3, C4 and other essential variables, which are
actually important indicators in SLE disease.
Prison administration did not take Halime‟s complaints seriously. Since the official medical reports were
lost from the file, after the court hearing the prison administration did not receive any information about
Halime‟s condition and treated her as a healthy and physically-fit person. When the results of the blood
work came out, because the doctor tested only basic variables and did not test the SLE-specific variables,
the doctor told infirmary officers that Halime is fine. As a result, an infirmary officer told Halime “Doctor
said you are fine”. Halime noticed that medical officers who work at the prison infirmary are reckless and
indifferent to her situation. That is why she wrote another petition to talk to head of the prison infirmary.
The head of the infirmary was more concerned and interested in Halime‟s situation. The head officer told
infirmary officers to refer Halime to a rheumatology department. Then, Halime just waited until the day
she is taken to a rheumatology doctor so that she can be tested properly. When she wrote the petition to
BIMER one day before her death, she wrote that she had not been taken to rheumatology specialist.
During those rough days, Halime had not have the chance to be visited by his brother regularly.
According to regulations, inmates are allowed to make a phone call to their relatives once a week. After
every two months, they are allowed to open visit. Halime‟s family first visited her in a close visit three
days after her imprisonment, on March 6, 2018. Halime said that she is about to run out of medications.
She also asked her family to bring another copy of the medical report showing her condition and get her
some medications. Next week, when her family called her on the phone, Halime told her family that she
ran out of her medications and that although she asked the prison administration to provide medications
for her, the administration has not provided the necessary medications to Halime. After hearing about the
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prison administration‟s negligence, Gulsu family obtained her sister‟s medications and another copy of
her medical report and submitted to the prison administration. On April 22, 2018, Halime called her her
family and told them that she has received her medications. But it has been more than a month she was
not able to take the medications. However, receiving medications did not solve the issue because her
blood tests were not properly done. Blood tests are important because Halime used to adjust the dosage of
her medications depending on the result of her blood work. As some certain values fluctuate in the blood
due to SLE, Halime used to adjust the dosage of the medications accordingly. Without knowing the SLEspecific blood test results, she was not even able to adjust the dosage even if she had the medications.
Moreover, the medical report Gulsu family brought has never made to Halime‟s file. The second report
also got lost and Halime was not able to prove that she cannot stay in prison. Only good thing was that
Halime finally received refills for her medications, although it has been two months since her initial
arrest.
Not taking medications or taking with a wrong dosage has a cost on human body. Since her initial arrest,
for two months, Halime either could not take some of her medications or took some of them with wrong
dosage for a while. As a result, Halime‟s SLE symptoms recurred. She began to feel extremely fatigue
and exhausted, joint pains, nausea and vomiting. Her joint pains and fatigue were so severe that her
roommates had to do some arrangements for Halime. The prison where Halime was placed had twostorey rooms where the ground floor had the living space and eating area and the upper floor had the
bunker beds for ten people, although the number of people in Halime‟s room was never lower than 20
(twenty). According to a person who was imprisoned in the same room with Halime, once number of
prisoners in the room reached 27, including 4 children. Halime‟s friends moved one of the mattresses
from upper floor to the lower floor so that Halime can sleep at ground level without taking the stairs.
Finding this solution was not easy. When Halime developed severe pain, she was unable to climb the
stairs on her own. Her friends in the room carried her like a baby to upper floor at nights.
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Prison life was unbearable for Halime. That is why both herself and her lawyer told to the judge during
the court hearing. As an SLE patient, Halime needed to drink water but the prisoners were denied bottled,
purified drinking water. Prison administration told Halime and her friends to drink from the kitchen tap in
their room but those who drank from the tap had health problems such as diarrhea and stomachache.
Prison food was fix menu and people with special health conditions were not taken into account.
Therefore Halime had to eat whatever is served that day. Leaving the quality and taste of the food aside, if
the dish served is not good for Halime‟s health, she simply skipped that dish, causing poor nutrition.
Those who cannot eat their meals simply tossed it into trash cans in the room, which caused another
problem for Halime. Already over-crowded room‟s trash cans were supposed to be picked up and emptied
once a day only. All the trash produced by 20 plus people and children during day time and can uneaten
food dumped into the trash cans result in disturbing odor in the room. This was another problem for
Halime because SLE disease made her sensitive to heavy odors.
Lack of care and medications exacerbated Halime‟s health. She became more and more sick day by day.
Halime became so weak that her friends in the room began to take care of her like feeding her by spoon
like child, holding her head and on their knees so that she can drink few drops of water. On April 20,
2018, she was so sick that her friends in the room told the prison guards and requested an ambulance.
When the ambulance came, the first responder medical professionals asked Halime what her complaint is.
She was barely able to speak. She was able to utter few words, speaking slowly. Halime told the medical
professionals in the ambulance what her disease is all about. Because she did not bleed, or did not have a
swelling or bruise, they did not believe her. They checked Halime‟s vitals (blood pressure and pulse) and
sent her back to the prison room saying “nothing happens, God willing”.
What is saddening and cruel is that due to the nature of SLE disease, Halime‟s health did not have visible
worrying symptoms such as bleeding, swelling or bruises. According to Halime, that is why the prison
guards and officers were careless and rude to her. Of course, the other reason behind their inhumane
treatment is that Halime was imprisoned due to her ties with Gulen Movement, and for the prison officers,
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Halime was a terrorist and they will not be held accountable even if they maltreat prisoners. In part, the
high ranking members of the Turkish government, including the president and minister for justice, are
responsible for such irresponsible and inhumane attitude towards the prisoners in Turkey simply because
very people who are supposed to protect people dehumanized and discriminated people.
As mentioned earlier, as Halime‟s health exacerbated, she requested a number of times to be referred to
the infirmary or a hospital. Prison administration was often unconcerned with Halime‟s health, and in
particular the guards were rude to the demands of prisoners. For example, when Halime did not feel well,
she was not given even a blood measurement device, although available in the facility. Guards simply
told Halime that her complaints are due to stress for being in prison environment. Once Halime‟s health
worsened so much that her friends called out to the guards and wanted them to take her to the prison
infirmary for immediate response. Because this was not the first time they were asked to take Halime to
the infirmary, they seemed careless and told Halime‟s friends to carry her to the infirmary themselves,
although there was a stretcher hanged on the wall only a hundred feet away.
After April 20, 2018, Halime‟s situation became worse. She decided to write letters to all concerned
government institutions, including ministry of health. She was able to write some of them. Some of the
letters were written by her friends as Halime dictates them what to write. According to regulations each
outgoing letter from prisoners is given a record number also given to the prisoners so that they can refer
to and track their letters. According to the people who stayed in prison with Halime, those record numbers
for Halime‟s letters were not given when Halime passed away. So, either the prison administration did not
process Halime‟s letters or slowed down the process so that Halime‟s letters were not sent in a week. One
of the letters Halime wrote, with her own hand writing, was to BIMER (Prime Ministry Communication
Center), a government institution responsible for providing specific information to citizens on
government affairs on request. You can find a copy of the original letter with its English translation at the
end of this report.
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Picture 4: Halime Gulsu in Tarsus Female Closed Prison
Of 24 people who are in the same prison room with
Halime, most were there due to their association
Hizmet movement. They always supported each
other. It is this solidarity that was keeping Halime
alive under such outrageous conditions. Halime‟s
friends had a division of labor among themselves
so that they can take care of their friend. Since
Halime was not able to climb stairs, they moved
one of the mattresses from upper level of the room
to the ground level. Because Halime‟s health
condition was not stable, her friends decided that at
least one person should be with Halime all the time.
They prepared a timetable and watched and took
care of Halime in turn for few hours each. Halime was not able to eat on her own and the person on duty
used to help Halime eat, give her water. On April 24, 2018, only 3 days before she passed away, around
10:00 AM Halime fell had another attack. She was shivering, throwing up whatever she eats, her lips
turned purple. There was an emergency button in the room. They pushed the emergency button but
because they used it several times in the past, the prison officers began not to take it so seriously. No one
showed up for 10-15 minutes. Her friends banged the doors so that someone can come and help. When
the prison guards arrived they said they are fed up with Halime‟s sickness and not to worry. There were
also a female judge, district governor and a police chief in Halime‟s room for the same reason, association
with Gulen/Hizmet Movement. Because they knew the law, they told prison guards that she is very sick
and if something happens, the guards will be held responsible before the law. When the guards heard the
possibility of accountability and the law, they told them that they can take Halime to the infirmary. Again
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the prison officers did not provide a wheelchair or a stretcher. Halime‟s friends had to carry her to the
infirmary in their arms. She was not taken to a hospital for a proper examination, although the the state
run hospital is only 30 km (18 miles) away. In the infirmary, she was given Parol (Acetaminophen) so
that to deal with fever and pain. Halime was brought back to the prison room around 1:00 AM next day.
Following the episode on April 24, Halime‟s health got worse and worse. Because her blood tests were
not done properly, she does not know some certain values in her blood. Failure in determining SLEspecific blood test results prevented Halime from adjusting the dosage of her medications and taking them
properly. Coupled with lack of drinking water, hygiene in the room and malnutrition due to prison food
that does not consider Halime‟s condition, her health exacerbated day by day. She was unable to walk,
her pupils fade, lips dry and turn purple. Uncollected trash with disposed food waste caused unbearable
odor to which Halime was very sensitive and therefore made her nauseous. As her health worsens too
much, Halime‟s friends called out to the guards but each time instead providing a stretcher or a
wheelchair, the guards told Halime‟s friends to carry her in their arms. The guards once told them “There
are so many of you in there, why don‟t you take her yourself?” and denied providing a stretcher. On April
27, 2018, Halime‟s already bad health worsened and had another attack around 8:00 PM. Her friends
again took her to the infirmary and the healthcare staff tried to suppress her symptoms until 10:00 PM.
Failing to improve Halime‟s symptoms, the infirmary staff sent Halime to a hospital. She was taken to the
emergency service of the Tarsus State hospital. Halime was seen by a doctor around 12:AM. After the
initial treatment, Dr. Aydin Avcioglu told the escorting guards that they can take her back. The guards
took Halime back to the prison‟s transfer vehicle to return her to the prison. While Halime was place in
the vehicle, she had another attack and the escorting guards took her back to the hospital. The same
doctor quickly examined Halime and referred her to another doctor. But it was too late.
As mentioned earlier, because Halime was not able to take care of herself in her last days, her roommates
made sure that two people are on duty all the time throughout the day to take care of Halime, even at
night. So, while Halime was at hospital, the people who are on duty were awake, waiting in their prison
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room for Halime‟s return. After midnight, prison guards began to stop by at their room from time to time,
asking if everyone‟s health is fine and if anyone needs healthcare. The guards who were rude and careless
for Halime even offered Halime‟s friends blood pressure device, if needed. Halime‟s friends understood
that something was wrong. A prison guard came to the room and said that unfortunately Halime could not
be saved, and said that prison manager, his assistant, head of prison guards and a psychologist want to
visit the room to express their condolences. But Halime‟s friends rejected this offer and told them to come
after few hours because everyone was crying with sorrow. Some of Halime‟s roommates had diabetes
and high blood pressure. These people were devastated, and even some of them fainted.
On April 26, 2018, one of Halime‟s roommates was released from prison was released with probation.
She directly went to Halime‟s brother in Mersin and told him everything Halime experienced in prison.
She also added that his sister is very sick and about to die. Indeed, one day later, Halime died. According
to Gulsu family, Halime died because her medications were not provided and she was denied healthcare.
Halime‟s friends believe that she was dying day by day for the last few weeks. The last episode on April
27 was very hard on her. It was 12:24 AM on April 28, 2018 when she was taken hospital at Tarsus State
Hospital, which does not have rheumatology doctor. After emergency doctor Mr. Aydin Avcioglu
examined her, he told prison officers to take her back to prison. Prison officers took her to the vehicle ona
stretcher. While she was in the vehicle, Halime had another episode and the officers took her back to the
hospital. At 3:10 AM on April 28, 2018, Halime Gulsu was pronounced dead by hospital officials.
According to friends, Halime passed away before she was even taken to the hospital. The prison
administration denies this allegation. MAZLUMDER (A human rights organization based in Turkey)
interviewed with prison administration. According to them, Halime was alive and passed away while she
was at hospital. The moment of death might be a topic of discussion and disagreement but what is certain
and indisputable is that Halime‟s health was stable when imprisoned. She was so health so that she was
able to work a full time job and even travel abroad. Her health deteriorated while she was under custody
at police station and in large part while in prison because her medications were not delivered and she was
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denied proper medical care. Even Halime‟s doctor who followed up her for 12 years, Dr. Mesut Onat,
also shared his view on Twitter and said that she was healthy before her arrest.
Picture 5: Dr. Mesut Onat, Halime’s doctor, tweeted that her health was stable prior to imprisonment.

“She was my patient for 12 years and her examination 2
months ago was quite well. In light of the autopsy
report, as a doctor my belief is that she died from
cardiomyopathy due to her disease. The morning she
passed away, her prison’s manager called me for
identification and I said how come she dies? I have
never had another morning I cried that much in my
life.”
Dr. Mesut Onat
Halime’s doctor for 12 years.

After Halime‟s death, medical examiner‟s report also confirmed that her death was due to SLE. After
detailed autopsy results and analysis, the report concludes that: „It is unanimously propounded that it is
necessary to accept that the person‟s death occurred due to Systemic Lupus Erythematosus and resulting
complications (sudden cardiac death)‟. Halime was buried in Tarsus, in the village she was born, where
his father was buried. Neither her mother, nor his two brothers were able to come to Turkey for the
funeral of their loved one.

Conclusion: A Murder In A Social Genocide
Halime Gulsu was a recent college graduate and a new teacher. She graduated from Gaziantep University
in southeast Turkey, and she began to teach English language at a private high school. Following the coup
attempt of July 2016 in Turkey, the government shut down Halime‟s school and revoked teaching
licenses of tens of thousands of teachers, including Halime‟s, only because their association with
Fethullah Gulen and Hizmet movement. Halime returned to Mersin, her hometown, and began to live
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with her mother. Meanwhile, she helped children of purged public officers or other imprisoned Hizmet
members with their studies so that they can be successful in spite of the hardships their families face.
Halime was detained by police in late February 2018, kept in detention for two weeks and sent to prison
by the court in early March 2018. While she was under police custody, her brother submitted medical
reports showing that Halime had SLE disease and her health will be dramatically impacted by detention
and prison conditions. The report was lost and never reached to the court. Nor were medications were
given to Halime. When she was in prison, she was denied medications and necessary healthcare. Prison
administration neglected her demands to be seen by a rheumatology specialist and for SLE-specific blood
tests. Because Halime was supposed to adjust the dosage of her main medication depending on her blood
test results, without proper blood test, she was unable to adjust the dosage of and take the medication at
effective level. As a result, her health deteriorated and almost two months after her initial arrest, she died
at hospital.
As shown in the earlier pages with evidence from the prosecutor‟s questions, Halime did not commit a
crime. She did not breach a law. The only reason behind her arrest was nothing but her intention to help
young students and support victims of the Hizmet movement. When the police searched Halime‟s
apartment, they have not found a single weapon or a fire arm. The only so-called evidence was a piece of
newspaper and an old notebook that allegedly have some text insulting the president of Turkish Republic.
Other than these, the only “evidence” the prosecutor had against Halime was some pictures taken by the
police officer who kept Halime under surveillance for months. Prosecutor did not accuse Halime of any
wrong doing or breach a law but only demanded explanation as to why Halime met some people or why
she met them.
Although nobody takes responsibility for Halime‟s death, we can list a number of people who can be
considered as culprit of this overt murder.
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1. Turkish government, including the president and some ministers. State leaders promoted hatred
against Gulenists and demonized them for years. Their hate-filled and hostile remarks encouraged
bureaucrats at lower level to ignore law and regulations and deny basic rights. For example, in a
meeting with heads of security units of Ministry of Home Affairs in June 2017, Turkish president
said, referring to people who were imprisoned due to their association with Gulen and/or Hizmet
movement “Even if there are people who released after serving their sentences, our people will give
them the necessary punishment wherever they run into them”. Also Nihat Zeybekci, minister of
Erdogan administration, said in a public speech he delivered that “those traitors who do not deserve to
be the children of this country, sold their minds and souls to somewhere else, …. they don‟t even
deserve to have the honor of being a dog, because they are nothing compared to dog. We are going to
punish so badly that they will beg to be killed to escape suffering”. What Halime experienced proves
that the government‟s intention is not to punish a crime but to annihilate a group individual by
individual.
2. Minister of Justice, Judges and Prosecutors Council (HSK) chairman and members. Chief prosecutor
of Mersin and the chief of police in Mersin, and their subordinate officers were so confidently able to
ignore basic rights to inmates, lose official documents, and torture psychologically to arrested people
because their supervisors condoned them. In fact, the government passed a decree in December 2017
that basically state that “without taking into account having an official title of not, executing an
official order or not, people who acted in defense to coup attempt and terror acts on July 15, 2016 and
other acts that are their continuation, will not have any criminal, financial and judicial responsibility.
In a sense, the government held the Hizmet movement as the responsible group for the coup attempt
and therefore terrorist group. As a result, any person whose actions intended to suppress Hizmet
movement will not be held accountable before the law. This law was a blank check for human rights
violators and perpetrators of inhumane treatment. The judge who decided that Halime should be kept
in prison while waiting for her indictment and trials. In fact, the Law of Criminal Procedure
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(No.5271) is absolute about imprisonment of old and sick people. The law clearly explains judicial
control mechanisms that a judge can decide such as travel ban, regular reporting to police station.
Even if Halime committed a crime that required imprisonment, the judge was supposed to take
Halime‟s health condition and release her at the court, with a control mechanism of his choice.
3. Tarsus Female Closed Prison administrators at top level and the prison guards. They hold the majority
of the responsibility for Halime‟s death because they remained unconcerned to Halime‟s complaints
about her health. Although Halime wrote several petitions explaining her health condition and
demanding proper healthcare, the prison administration ignored her requests.
4. The doctor at Tarsus State Hospital. After repeated demands, Halime was finally referred by the
prison administration to a general hospital to see an internal medicine specialist. Although Halime
explained her SLE disease and what blood tests are required, the doctor refused to do the necessary
blood tests and sent Halime back to the prison without testing her SLE-specific blood values.
5. Tarsus District Commissioner (Kaymakam in Turkish) of Mersin city. Following Halime‟s death, her
family wanted sue the internal medicine specialist at Tarsus State Hospital for negligence. According
to Turkish law, a government officer‟s trial is only possible if and only if the local state
administrative deems necessary. For doctors, that person is usually the commissioner (kaymakam in
Turkish) of the district where the hospital is located.
Details laid out in this report also reveals another frightening fact. What Halime experienced clearly
shows that the Turkish government‟s intention is to punish those who breach the law but to annihilate a
social group, the Hizmet movement. It is obvious that members of Hizmet movement are arbitrarily
detained, imprisoned with meaningless so-called evidence in sham trials. Ill treatment, dehumanization
and demonization of Gulenists by the top level government officers and the latter‟s condonation of torture
led low level government officers to persecute detained or imprisoned members of the Hizmet movement.
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And the government‟s persecution against Gulenists is so systematically perpetuated that some people
describe the Turkish government‟s actions as social genocide.
There are dozens, if not hundreds, of people who are sick and denied lawful healthcare in prisons in
Turkey. Their association with Hizmet movement, left organizations or Kurdish nationalism renders them
terrorists in the eyes of the government officers, prosecutors and judges. Halime was not the first Turkish
citizen who died in prison because of arbitrary imprisonment and denied healthcare. Hopefully she
becomes the last person.
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ANNEX I
Copy of the petition Halime Gulsu wrote only few days before her death in prison. See ANNEX II for
English translation.
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ANNEX II
English translation of the petition Halime Gulsu wrote only few days before her death in prison. See
ANNEX I for original copy in Turkish.
Prime Minister‟s Office Communications Center (BIMER)
Officers from Mersin Police Department came to my residence in Mersin to arrest me on February 20,
2018. I later on found out that these officers were from Terrorism Division. Because they forced me to
hurry, I was not able to take with me my SLE ( systemic lupus erythematosus) medications of which I had
one week supply only. Because they forced me to hurry, I was not able to inform my family to
immediately supply refills for my medications which were almost finished. I was not even able to take my
main medication with me.
SLE is a disease whereby a person‟s immune system does not recognize own tissue and attack tissue for
the body regards them as foreign element. My body produces excessive amount of antibody and killing
itself with the immune system. This state causes rapid fall in blood level as well as joint pains, fatigue,
exhaustion, weakness, and brings me to a level where I cannot even perform life-sustaining activities on
my own. Once treatment with medications start after diagnostic, these medications must be taken weekly
and daily on regular basis. Again this disease requires that the patient must be closely monitored by a
doctor and that active substance and dosage of the medications need to be changed depending on the
result of examination and blood tests. The disease in question can only be followed up and treated by the
doctors specialized in rheumatology. Moreover, because antibody production is suppressed with
medications, during the treatment body becomes vulnerable to germs and viruses outside. The patient
needs to be constantly kept in sterile environment and be monitored. Treatment phase of this disease
requires serious procedure and process.
I have suffered SLE for 15 years. After a long procedure and process, my illness has been suppressed and
pacified. But my treatment with medications have continued. Since the day I was arrested, I have been
able to take my daily medications only. I was not able to take the main medication of the treatment which
I take weekly in the first week because the police did not tell my family where I was held for the first
week. While under custody at police station, I signed a paper given to me saying that police officers in
charge reached out to my family. But when my elder brother visited me in prison after I was taken to
court and sent to prison, he told me that he was not called by the police in that period and that he did not
even have any information about the medications. One week after I was taken into custody, because I was
not able to send the name of my daily medication on a piece of paper, due to police officers in charge,
medications were not delivered to me. While I was detained in police station for two weeks, I could not
take two doses of my weekly medication for two weeks, although I had the medication at my residence.
During the hearing at Mersin 4th Penal Court of Peace (Sulh Ceza Hakimligi) where I was arrested,
neither the prosecutor nor the judge took action for my illness. I was arrested and transferred to Tarsus
Closed Prison for Women. While transferred here I ran out of my daily medication and I still did not
receive my weekly medication. Per rules of the prison, I wrote petitions with “Urgent” annotation
countless times, I cannot even remember the count but neither my petitions were replied nor was I taken
to the infirmary.
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One month after my detention, including the days of my arrest in prison, I was taken to the Internal
Medicine Department of Tarsus State Hospital. I told the doctor my disease and asked to do all necessary
tests. But doctors tested hemogram, liver enzyme test, TSH and ferritin only. I later found out that they
did not test for anti-DSDNA, C3, C4 and other main things, which are actually important. Meanwhile,
because management of terrorism department lost the medical report explaining my disease and my elder
brother did not know, doctors and officers in prison infirmary did not take any action for treatment of my
disease. Because the internal medicine doctor did some unnecessary tests and did not do the necessary
tests, the doctor told the prison officers that I am healthy. Upon the doctor‟s comments, prison infirmary
officer verbally stated to me „You have nothing‟. Upon this, I wrote a petition for the opinion of the chief
officer. The chief officer cared about me and told the infirmary officer to transfer me to rheumatology
department of the state hospital. During the non-contact visitation at prison, I asked my elder brother to
bring my medical report and medications. He was able to get them back to me only one week later. In
total, I was not able take my medications for two months.
While in prison, my disease recurred. Fatigue, exhaustion and joint pains resumed. Moreover, I began to
have nausea. I wrote a petition again to the infirmary and by the infirmary officers I was transferred to
internal medicine department. I was taken to the internal medicine department because there is not
rheumatology department at Tarsus State Hospital. When I told my situation, the doctor said that my
disease is likely to recur and referred me to the Mersin City Hospital‟s rheumatology department. As of
April 23, 2018, I have not been taken to the rheumatology department.
In spite of taking medications I was not feeling well. Unlike any other disease, because SLE is a difficult
disease in terms of procedures and process, getting well does not occur immediately after taking
medications. For this reason, because I had to find out the blood parameters which are not good, I told the
prison officers my situation. On April 20, 2018 an ambulance from 112 emergency services arrived.
Although I explained my disease to the paramedics came with the ambulance, they took my blood
pressure and pulse and sent me back to me prison room saying that „Hopefully nothing happens, God
willing‟. Since my disease does not cause any physical, visible damage, prison guards think that I have
been lying and they rebuke me. The disease I suffer is deadly. Starting from the day I was detained until
the day I was arrested and today in which I write this petition, I request initialization of necessary
procedure for all officers, Mersin Police Department (terrorism division), Management of Tarsus Closed
Prison for Women, Tarsus State Hospital who neglected their duty and were perfunctory in the story I
explained in this petition.
I request initialization of the due legal process by your office, that delivery of the document registration
number and date of action for this petition to me by prison guards at Tarsus Closed Prison for Women. I
would like to inform you that it is my constitutional right that I am kept informed of the legal actions
taken and that I reserve my legal rights in case of failure to keep me informed. April 24, 2018
Halime Gulsu
Women Closed Prison Management A-7 Tarsus
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